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Overview

Colleges and universities maintain large amount of sensitive data,
including financial information and expensive research statistics, making
them prime targets for hackers around the world. They have large student
populations with fresh credit histories, plus alumni and employee data. In
addition, universities are often unable to adequately defend against
hacking attempts due to budgetary constraints and understaffing, thus
increasingly vulnerable to hackers.

The public-facing nature of universities often means it is easy for cyber
criminals to conduct reconnaissance on the departments they are targeting,
as staff will be listed on the university website. Attackers can launch
distributed denial of service attack (DDoS) ,Web Intrusion , Malware and
ransomware attacks against colleges and universities which may affect the
confidentiality , integrity and availability of necessary services.

Best practices

Measures for prevention of Web Intrusions:

· Apply appropriate updates/patches on the OS and Application
software, Web server, Database Server etc

· Conduct complete security audit of web application, web server,
database server periodically and after every major configuration change and
plug the vulnerabilities found.
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· Validate and sanitize all user input, and present error messages
that reveal little or no useful information to the user to prevent SQL
injection attacks.

· Enable and maintain logs of different devices and servers and
maintain the same for all the levels.

· Use Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) and/or
Database Activity Monitoring (DAM) solutions.

· Limit the file types allowed to be uploaded to the web server by
using a list of predetermined file types. Define permissions on the
directory the files are uploaded into, to prevent attackers from executing
the files after upload.

· Consider using File Integrity Monitoring (FIM) solution on web
servers to identify unauthorized changes to files on the server.

Measures for prevention of Denial of Service (DoS/DDoS) attacks:

· Employ defense-in-depth strategies: emphasize multiple,
overlapping and mutually supportive defensive systems to guard against
single point failures in any specific technology and protection method.

· Deploy appropriate Intrusion/DDoS Prevention System capable of
detecting and mitigating DDoS attacks. Ensure that Intrusion/DDoS
Prevention System contain signatures to detect the attacks launched from
common attack tools.

Measures for prevention of Malware Attacks

· Keep up-to-date patches and fixes on the operating system and
application software such as client side softwares, including Adobe
Products (Reader, Flash player), Microsoft Office suite, browsers; JAVA
applications.

· Apply software Restriction policies appropriately. Disable
running executables from unconventional paths.

· Exercise caution when opening e-mail attachments even if the
attachment is expected and the sender appears to be known.

· Enforce a strong password policy and implement regular password



changes.

· Disable macros in Microsoft Office products. Some Office
products allow for the disabling of macros that originate from outside of
an organization and can provide a hybrid approach when the organization
depends on the legitimate use of macros.

· Deploy Microsoft’s Enhanced mitigation Experienced Toolkit
(EMET) which

provides end node protection against zero day vulnerabilities and blocks
and prevents memory based attack approaches.

· Deploy web and email filters on the network. Configure these
devices to scan for known bad domains, sources, and addresses; block these
before receiving and downloading messages. Scan all emails, attachments,
and downloads both on the host and at the mail gateway with a reputable
antivirus solution.

· Exercise caution when using removable media (e.g. USB pen
drives, external drives, CDs, etc.).
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